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A S T E A DY
TREND FOR
TWO DECADES

1

Although being the oldest and most established asset class in the field
nowadays referred to as impact investments, defined as investments targeting
both a financial and a positive, measurable social return, microfinance has only
come of age over the last two decades – with its first private sector investment
funds launched in the mid-1990s. Ten pioneering Microfinance Investment
Vehicles (MIVs) were setup between 1992 and 1998, all attracting foreign private
sector capital. Combining a financial with a social impact return,
each fund weighed the two return streams differently and the investment
rationale therefore varied between investors. By 2005, 47 MIVs had been
set up, with a growing common understanding on the double bottom line
of the investment case.
When Symbiotics won its first institutional investment mandate ten years ago,
there was little in the form of tangible statistics to go on to prove the validity of
the asset class, neither from a financial, nor from a social perspective. Today the
investment case is supported from both angles by a variety of research sources,
and the frequently used description that investors in microfinance are ‘doing well
by doing good’ has been confirmed.
At the beginning it was international financial institutions, public sector
development banks and agencies that took on the role as angel investors in
microfinance and still today, they remain anchor investors for specialized fund
managers. Over the last decade they were complemented first by high net worth
individuals, private bankers and independent wealth managers, who brought
the first private sector capital to the asset class, understanding the economic
opportunity. Later, thanks to the removal of certain regulatory constraints, retail
investors, small savings and deposits accounts started to take an interest in
microfinance funds. Finally life insurance groups, pension plans and corporate
treasuries joined the growing investor circle, convinced by the financial rationale
and investment logic. They may have been last to the party but today they
make up the largest category of investors in the asset class. What all these
various types of investors have in common is that they are all compelled by
the microfinance investment story, its dual return stream and its multiple
explanatory factors.
Microfinance investors of all backgrounds have nourished a steady trend, both
validating and benefiting from its success, continuously investing and reinvesting
in this growing niche. Foreign investment fund assets have enjoyed a 20%
compounded annual growth rate since the United Nations year of micro-credit in
2005, reaching over USD 11 billion in size today. The financial institutions they
invest in have grown even faster: the microfinance institutions (MFIs) Symbiotics
works with have witnessed a 27% compounded annual growth rate in assets and
23% in end clients over the past decade. More importantly, they have evolved
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and become more sophisticated, providing payments, savings, insurance
and mobile solutions but also diversifying the credit range from household
consumption and small business lending into education, agriculture, housing
or energy loans. Foreign investors in microfinance have most astonishingly
contributed to a growth of end clients directly financed from 500,000 ten years
ago to 24 million today. This development towards greater global financial
inclusion will certainly continue in the coming decades.
This being said, some things have not changed for microfinance investors
over the period. Just like ten years ago, investors still finance the bottom of
the social pyramid – with average loan amounts to end clients unchanged at
around USD 1,500. They finance primarily women – around two thirds of end
clients over the decade. They finance mostly rural borrowers – around half of
end clients. They continue to face very low credit risk default rates on their
investments, with average risk provisions at 2.0% and average loss writeoffs at 0.5% per annum. Finally, investors have seen a steady return on their
investments at a net average of 3.3% in absolute terms both in EUR and USD
over the past decade. The performance variance has been very low, remaining
in a bandwidth of Libor +1 to +4.5% since 2008. Investors have thus benefited
from a double steady trend both in terms of growth of their underlying
markets and stable above money market absolute returns, with little volatility
or correlation to other asset classes. Their decision to invest was based on this
steady track record, but also on the rationale behind this success and the new
big picture narrative emerging in the global economy 1.
A combination of factors will contribute to a new investment paradigm over
the coming decades. To name but a few that will be further explored in this
paper, strong demographic growth currently happening in emerging economies
does so in an environment of severe lack of capital and financial services;
credit markets in the Northern hemisphere are low-yielding and saturated
whereas those in many emerging markets are still offering market-priced
yields; and global internet connectivity will open the eyes for all both in the
global South and the global North to the aspirations and living standards of
one another. Whether due to these or other factors, no investor portfolio is
immune to these global changes, but can indeed profit from them.
This text reviews these sources of attraction for microfinance investors. It starts by
reviewing the global challenges affecting our pensions and savings in developed
markets and further offers perspectives on how we look at the emerging world,
as a solution to our challenges rather than a source of concern.
1

Source: All data in this section from ‘Microfinance Funds, 10 Years of Research and
Practice’; CGAP/Symbiotics; December 2016.
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2a P O P U LAT I O N G RO W T H A S Y M M E T RY

At an average reading speed, it will take you no more than 3 seconds to read
this sentence. Yet at the same time, the world’s population will have grown
by 7 people. That is one way of illustrating the population explosion currently
happening across the emerging world. By current estimates, this overwhelming
variable for sociological and economic development will bring the global
population to around 10 billion people by 2050, meaning a net growth of
3 billion people over the coming 35 years2. That equals a net daily growth
of around 200,000 people, every day between now and 2050. Although not
statistically certain today, it is probable that the global population continues to
grow beyond that, albeit at a lesser pace.
One reason this is not widely debated across Western news channels is that it
does not occur in our part of the world. Unlike in the 20th century, European
and North American populations will decline between now and 2050, and Latin
America will not grow beyond current population numbers. Asia on the other
hand will grow by 1 billion to reach 5 billion. The African population will more
than double until 2050, growing by 1.5 billion to reach 2.5 billion. Whereas
current projections show a stabilization in Asia thereafter, estimates give at
hand that Africa will continue on its growth path towards a population of 4
billion by 2100. If correct, 90% of the world’s population would by then live in
Africa or Asia.
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In parallel, due to increased life expectations and lower birth numbers, a
structural shift in the population of developed economies will occur. The
projected old-age dependency ratio, i.e. retirees as a percentage of workingage population, will grow from 29% in the European Union (EU) today to
49% by 2050. In Europe’s largest economy, Germany, the ratio will increase
by almost 25 percentage points to 57% by 20503. In the United States the
evolution is more favorable with a 10 percentage point increase to 32%,
whereas in Japan where the ratio is already today at 44%, it would increase to
a whopping 75% by 2050 if projections hold true4. The Japanese population
is in fact projected to decrease by a dramatic 20 million people, or more than
15%, by 20505.
Immigration policies are a force that can improve or lead to a further
deterioration of these numbers. An example however clarifies the challenge at
hand: assuming the population of the EU remains stable at the current level of
around 500 million between now and 2050 and all other things remain equal,
maintaining the current old-age dependency ratio at 29% would require an
immigration of around 100 million people in working age over the coming 35
years. And even if Europe were to achieve that undoubtedly daunting task, 100
million are less than 10% of the projected population growth in Africa over
the same period. It quickly becomes clear that although necessary, migration
towards the Western hemisphere will by far not be enough to address the
demographic challenge the world will face over the coming decades, and
that far more ambitious targets and policies focused on developing emerging
markets from within are called for today if we want not only to maintain, but
also to improve the global living standard by 2050.
Evidently the demographic explosion will also have vast implications for
investment and portfolio management decisions for various types of investors.
Therefore, whether at political, policy-making or investor-level, anyone who
fails to take the demographic evolution across the emerging world into
account in his policy or investment decisions will miss the next major wave
of the global economic development, with potentially dramatic effects on a
political, wealth and retirement planning level.
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2c B A N K I N G A N D C R E D I T M A R K E T S A S Y M M E T RY

Against a backdrop of an ageing workforce and slower economic growth,
both public and private debt levels have increased in developed economies.
In the current environment of low to negative interest rates and unchanged
high savings rates, the (over) indebtedness that has built up can still be
supported. Unfortunately however, large portions of the accumulated debt
are used to sustain established consumption patterns and do as such not
support new, income-generating activities. With banks unwilling to provide
business financing, the existing trend of lackluster growth and limited
economic opportunity is reinforced. It is therefore not surprising that investors
increasingly turn towards the emerging world with its combination of healthy
business and income generating activities, low levels of indebtedness and
immense opportunities for economic development and financial inclusion.
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According to standard theory of efficient capital markets, excess savings flow
to projects in deficit of capital. Adam Smith’s invisible hand automatically and
rationally allocates excesses to deficits, through unintended private selfinterest ambition. This is not really occurring on a global scale, where markets
are in fact far from being efficient. Rather than seeking opportunities across
the emerging world, saturated Western financial markets to a large extent
instead remain inward-looking in terms of capital flows. Fortunately however,
investors, supported by globalized financial markets allowing for greater
capital flows between the North and the South, are becoming increasingly
aware both of the necessity to push capital where it does not normally flow
and of the attractive economic opportunity associated with doing so.
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2d I N T E R E S T R AT E A S Y M M E T RY

The introduction of zero and negative interest rates policies (ZIRP-NIRP) in
developed economies have brought with them a new market paradigm and
reinforced the trend towards over-indebtedness, further impairing growth
prospects. The recovery since the 2008-2009 financial crisis is the weakest
in modern history and there is little proof, neither academic nor practical,
that ultra-low interest rates have done more to support the recovery than
provide artificial breathing for unsustainable, ‘zombie’ businesses and banks.
Yet politicians and central bankers continue to support negative rates,
hoping to increase the credit appetite and thereby consumption and business
development. In certain economies the interest rate regime is additionally
supported by protectionist policies serving to prevent an excessive currency
appreciation through a global flight to quality. This latter phenomenon has
its root in the scarceness of investment opportunities among developed
economies and hereby a flight towards the most advanced nation. The problem
is further reinforced in volatile times when investors pull money out of highgrowth regions and repatriate it domestically.

Government Bond Yields – Long Term: Yields in %
A race towards the bottom 15
(Source: International Monetary Fund, 12
International Finance Statistics
(IFS) Database, 2016)
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In the ZIRP-NIRP paradigm, the real value of money is lost for investors:
borrowers indebt themselves for free and savers are punished by being ‘taxed’
on their wealth through the absence of interest rates. Policies of persistently
cheap credits induce not only a culture of over-indebtedness, but also provide
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Most emerging and frontier markets are correlated to developed markets in
the sense that they have also seen falling interest rates. Yet in most cases
their credit markets still function properly, with positive real interest rates and
borrowers paying rational credit premiums on debt, as illustrated in the graph
on p14. As further illustrated below, in the case of microfinance, fundamentals
are even more attractive and portfolio yields have only seen a modest fall in
the last six years. This reflects the very high capital deficit of the base of the
pyramid and the very high growth rates of the intermediaries addressing its
needs; their demand not only continuously remains above capital supply but
also generates healthy profits based on healthy underlying fundamentals.
Yields (%)
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INVESTMENT
SOLUTIONS
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In the new paradigm shift the global economy is facing, more advanced
economies may increasingly face declining populations, flat growth
perspectives and negative interest rates. But the new generations also face a
paradox as they are able to cumulate very large amounts of wealth per capita,
remaining professionally active much longer than their parents and grandparents. Additionally, with appreciation pressure on their home currencies
and low- to no financing cost, their wealth is structurally meant to continue
growing. This happens alongside growing deficits and over-indebtedness,
which counterintuitively reinforce the spiral further. In parallel, the current
working generation in the developed world is an opposite replica of the base
of the pyramid in emerging and frontier markets, which sees strong population
and economic growth, but where still often half of the adult population lacks
access to finance and live in countries with very limited corporate or sovereign
financing markets, logically inducing higher interest rate expectations.
These dynamics can develop side-by-side in an unsustainable manner – until
one day they break onto themselves. Alternatively, which seems more likely
and certainly more desirable, they can join forces in a globalized world and
thereby unlock a virtuous win-win cycle. Massive capital savings can flow out
of saturated markets into highly underserved and growing markets, positively
rebalancing developed financial markets and generating a strong and lasting
financial sector development in developing countries. If approached with the
right objective and strategy, this financial inclusion at the benefit of the Global
South will not only benefit the investment portfolio performance of retirees,
insurers and private wealth managers of developed economies, but also induce
improved social progress, better employment opportunities and stronger
private sector development in emerging markets. Overall, it will thus provide a
number of positive contributions to United Nations’ Social Development Goals
(SDGs), on which we will elaborate further in Section 3D below.
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3 a O P T I M I Z I N G R I S K- A D J U S T E D P O R T F O L I O P E R F O R M A N C E

The common view of investments in emerging markets as being volatile
and unpredictable is largely driven by rapid capital flows induced by foreign
investors and motivated not by the development of the market they are
invested in and repatriated from, but rather by factors in investors’ home
markets. This means that traditional investments in emerging markets typically
also exhibit significant correlation to other asset classes and global market
developments. Private equity and private debt products, which by definition
offer less liquidity and thereby less possibilities for repatriation, tend to
capture the underlying value of emerging economies better. This is also true
for investments in microfinance, something an increasing number of investors
have noticed over the last decade.
Microfinance debt investments are not marked to market, being typically
structured as untraded, private loans. If the underlying currency exposure
is hedged, volatility is driven solely by defaults, of which well-managed
portfolios have very few. Bad loan default rates peaked in 2010 and 2016, due
to global and emerging market crises in the previous respective years, but
have remained low, at 5.0% in peak year and below 2.0% on average. As one of
the largest foreign debt providers in the industry, Symbiotics has for example
a loan write-off rate cumulated over 12 years of only around 1% on a total
loan volume exceeding USD 3 billion, across more than 70 markets and 3000
transactions. Low default rates produce a remarkably steady return stream
as is illustrated by the Symbiotics Microfinance Index (SMX-MIV Debt USD),
a reference benchmark calculated since 2003 on the average performance
of the largest microfinance fixed income funds in the industry, hedged in
USD6. Between 2003 and 2016, a period of around 150 months, the index has
produced a positive return in all but three months, with its largest drawdown
limited to 0.3%.

6

Source: SMX-MIV Debt USD index information is available on Syminvest.com
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SMX-MIV USD Debt Index (2003-2016)
Against Other Mainstream Asset
Classes: Low correlation furthermore
provides strong portfolio diversification
features. Asset class numbers are
based on proxy indices used in the
previous graphic
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(Source: Symbiotics Research, Data
per End November 2016)

As earlier illustrated, the interest rate deterioration seen across both
developed and emerging markets has affected interest rates in microfinance
to a much lesser degree, testifying to the de-correlation benefits of the asset
class. As should be the case in a well-functioning market, measured over the
last decade, premiums paid by microfinance institutions (MFIs) for their
USD equivalent financing is in line with their risk profile and typically vary
between 3 and 9% depending on the size and credit quality of the institution.
The credit risk of microfinance loan portfolios are typically BBB domestically
in countries with a BB sovereign rating, on average. Added together, depending
on sovereign and corporate risk correlation assumptions, this would trigger a
B rating. With an average around 6.0% in portfolio yield, this confirms the risk
adjusted return of such investments.
Be it for the long-term economic and demographic rationale, the more shortterm need to find alternative sources of portfolio yield, or for the actual
benefits as a tool for portfolio diversification and improved risk-adjusted
returns, microfinance funds have given investors an interesting investment
alternative that is increasingly being considered as part of their asset
allocation. Most importantly, they have contributed to open up the thinking
in current mainstream portfolio management, proving the validity and
attractiveness of private debt investments directly into the real economy of
underserved, fast growing markets. They thus additionally attract investors
by proposing an economic development driven by sustainability principles,
seeking a fair treatment of stakeholders along the financing value chain.
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reaches a sufficient level of development, supported by the appropriate
financial infrastructure, that a life at home becomes a viable alternative to
immigration to wealthier regions.
Over the last decade, microfinance portfolios have proven to support local
market development and real economy needs to the great satisfaction of
investors often frustrated by other types of emerging market investments. The
main reason is the significant difference in allocation between microfinance
and traditional emerging market debt portfolios. Looking for example, at Latin
America, traditional investments will mostly be directed to sovereign, quasisovereign or corporate debt across a few large countries, such as Colombia,
Mexico or Brazil. By contrast, a corresponding microfinance portfolio will invest
predominantly in frontier economies such as Bolivia, the Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Nicaragua and Paraguay, not doing so through sovereign or corporate
bonds, but rather directly targeting the base of the pyramid, reaching out to
micro-, small and medium enterprises as well as directly low- and middleincome households. It will hereby create an income stream that is uncorrelated
to traditional emerging market debt and, by investing in the real economy,
directly benefits the local population.
By pushing money where it does not normally flow, into low income economies
and households, microfinance investors empower the base of the pyramid
population and provide financial inclusion tools that allow businesses and
families to grasp economic opportunities, build their own growth and security,
and thereby contribute to a more distributive and egalitarian global economic
development. Microfinance investors do not own any downstream social
progress themselves – that remains a task and opportunity controlled by
end clients of microfinance institutions. However, through their capital flows,
they enable it in a way that has not been available in the past and is still not
accessible today in many regions.
Microfinance investors thus have a double relief from a global capital
allocation perspective. First, they do not add further to the saturation of
domestic financial markets, where social progress is well advanced and less in
need of further marginal capital injections. Second they contribute to the social
function of finance in underserved markets by providing capital resources
and financial services to valuable real economy needs, where the marginal
effect is the highest. Through their actions and responsible behavior they also
demonstrate the limitations of efficient market theories, being rather conscious
of the social power of their investment decisions. And through these same
decisions, they actually improve their portfolio volatility and long term riskadjusted performance perspective, as previously illustrated.
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3c P RO M OT I N G E M P LOY M E N T A N D E N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P
IN THE MISSING MIDDLE

Micro-credit is first and foremost an activity supporting a small income
generating activity, that in turn helps low income households purchase goods
and services of first necessity to improve their daily living standard. Borrowers
are often self-employed or run a business within the family. One family
member might have a regular job or other activity, and another might start
a complementary revenue stream for the household, whether in agriculture,
trade, manufacture or service, and be supported by a working capital microloan. Such credits also serve as a credit line for unforeseen expenses and have
the additional benefit of linking the family to a bank account, payment system,
insurance plan or other type of financial inclusion tool.
As part of their strong growth, microfinance institutions have over time
embraced financial inclusion on a larger scale, broadening their offer beyond
traditional credits to include for example savings and payment and insurance
systems. The offer has also evolved within credit products into areas such as
housing, education and other household needs. Eventually the microfinance
institution itself develops up-market towards small- and medium-enterprise
(SME) financing, defined broadly as 5 to 50 employees and 50 to 250
employees respectively. SME financing is a full component of financial
inclusion and an area that most microfinance funds and investors have
embraced as a growing part of their portfolios.
When asked about the biggest impediments to growth, almost half of SMEs in
low income countries cite access to finance as a major constraint8. And when
low income households are asked about their most important wish, the answer
is not a house, a new refrigerator or even health services, but rather access to
a job, helping to unlock their independence and economic liberty.
SME finance complements micro-credits as a true employment and
entrepreneurship tool, helping businesses launch and grow, and thereby
creating important multiplying effects in local economies. It offers an
important contribution towards financial inclusion and in addressing the
phenomenon commonly referred to as the missing middle. SMEs make up in
excess of 95% of all registered companies, around 2/3 of the total workforce
and typically around half of GDP. As illustrated in the graph on p26, this is not
the case in low and middle income countries which lack the access to capital
necessary to provide the financing infrastructure needed to develop a vibrant
SME sector.
8

World Bank Enterprise Surveys: World Bank List of Economies
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The problem of jobless growth and high youth unemployment is a fundamental
challenge for these markets. The solution lies precisely in the development of
the SME sector. Building financially inclusive services and injecting capital into
small business opportunities is a proven tool towards economic development,
autonomy and prosperity. Filling the missing middle in emerging and frontier
markets is thus a crucial step. By contributing to the emergence of these local
virtuous cycles in the emerging world, microfinance investors stand again
to make an exemplary combination of a financial and social return in their
portfolios.
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3d A C H I E V I N G T H E 2030 S U S TA I N A B L E D E V E LO P M E N T
GOALS

Investors are becoming increasingly conscious of the role their investment
portfolios can play, not only as a source of financial income for oneself, but
also as a powerful source of impact on environmental and social dynamics.
Both institutional and private investors are also increasingly signing up to
various types of initiatives around sustainable finance, whether simply through
association or through binding principles.
The overarching norms of the sustainable finance industry were initially
defined by the United Nations Agenda 21, in the 1992 Earth Summit and Rio
conference. They were later refined through the Millennium Development
Goals of 2015, and most recently through the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) of 2030.
The 17 Sustainable Development
Goals and Their 169 Targets for 2030:
‘This Agenda is a plan of action for
people, planet and prosperity. We
are resolved to free the human race
from the tyranny of poverty and want
and to heal and secure our planet.
We are determined to take the bold
and transformative steps which are
urgently needed to shift the world
onto a sustainable and resilient path.’
(Source: United Nations Sustainable
Development Knowledge Platform)
Investors adopting the sustainability principles understand the paradigm shift
in which they find themselves and have bought into the changing investment
perspective this entails. They are actively seeking products and services which
contribute to achieving the goals. As a development still in its early phase, it
is fair to say that so far, demand for such investment solutions far exceeds the
supply. Today, about a third of global capital is allocated to socially responsible
strategies, with only a small fraction directly into impact investment strategies
focused on private investments into the real economies of emerging and
frontier markets. Even if still nascent, this trend in impact investing is meant to
grow rapidly, with hundreds of funds and investment service firms developing
in recent years. Among others, the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) aims
at recognizing the unique role that impact investing will play in achieving
these goals and building a sustainable future11.
11 GIIN ‘Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals: The Role of Impact Investing’
2016
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Microfinance investments are neither a holy grail, nor a panacea. Most
importantly, by definition they do not produce anything themselves, but
rather put capital at the disposal of others. They thus largely depend on the
microfinance institutions they partner with for upholding principles of social
responsibility, financial savviness and purposeful implementation, as it is these
that channel the capital further towards micro-entrepreneurs. Institutions in
turn depend on end clients and their capacity to manage opportunities and
risks, and thereby plan their path out of poverty towards a more sustainable
and prosperous lifestyle. Keeping this in mind, microfinance investors do
however have the merit of contributing to the paradigm shift of the 21st
Century by providing a channel for capital to be invested in markets out
of the mainstream, with high capital demand and value creation potential.
Most importantly, whilst doing so they are also acting in their self-interest,
diversifying and stabilizing their portfolios and giving a long term perspective
and depth to their savings plans.
Investors in microfinance, by being conscious of their investment decisions,
hereby send several clear signals to markets:

›

They understand that developed nations have ageing and shrinking
populations, a long-term trend that undermines economic growth prospects
and economic development for the purpose of capital preservation and
accumulation.

›

They understand that as a consequence, the expansion of developed
financial markets has its limits and that it is not by kicking the can further
down the road that problems will disappear. The most probable, realistic
scenario today is that developed markets continue to see low or even
negative growth, in combination with low interest rates and low inflation
figures.

›

They understand that the combination of low growth in the developed
world and a demographic explosion in the emerging world cannot be
solved by quick fixes or short-term populist policies. Such game-changing
macro-economic factors necessitate far more ambitious policies of codevelopment, channeling excess domestic savings to economies with
fundamentally different demographic and economic growth dynamics, and
with a large and unmet demand for financial services to further sustain
their socio-economic development.
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›

They understand the enormous potential inherent in direct investments
into emerging and frontier markets, and the role such investments can
play in improving both the absolute and the risk-adjusted performance on
investors’ capital savings or retirement plans.

›

They help break down stereotypes and mental barriers on underdeveloped
countries and help the understanding that it is of global interest to assist
emerging economies in reinforcing their regulatory environments, legal
frameworks and financial policies, and that the best way to do so is through
investments.

›

They support the adoption of sustainable investing practices and the
understanding that it is in all our interest to promote long-term, sound
economic development on a global scale.

Microfinance investments are certainly not the solution to all problems, and
much larger efforts will be required to resolve global imbalances. Since more
than a decade, microfinance funds have however provided investors with an
investment solution combining very low volatility with low- to no correlation
to other asset classes, and thereby with an investment that acts as a portfolio
stabilizer during market distress. Doing so while contributing to a more
sustainable and inclusive world, they have truly allowed microfinance investors
to confirm the narrative of doing well by doing good. Most importantly, they
position private and institutional investors as stoic weavers of a global
sustainable development. They serve as a growing illustration of both resilient
and creative financial investors who are conscious of, and accountable for,
the consequences of their choices. At the minimum, they will avoid their own
children and grand-children one day wondering how investors and portfolio
managers in developed countries could continue for decades to invest
predominantly into their saturated, declining and over-indebted home markets,
rather than to support and profit from the massive opportunity that was for all
to see in the emerging part of the world.
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